Energsave
Intelligent Energy
Management System

Energsave
Problem Statement
EnergServ is an energy audit and smart energy management startup that helps households ﬁnd ways and opportunities to
conserve and manage energy eﬃciently. They are currently working on products & services through which family members could
be well informed and manage energy consumption proactively while being at home and
outside.

Process
Understand
To emphathize from user
perspective and
understand all the pain
points of the user

Research

Ideate

Prototype

Deﬁnition, Problem
statement, User Persona,
Competitor analysis

Brainstorming, Napkin
sketches, Proposed
solution

Low ﬁdelity wireframe,
Visual design, Packaging

User-persona
Jeﬀ is a software engineer who owns a house with his girlfriend. Being a techie, jeﬀ always keeps
himself updated with any technology that is introduced to the market. He owns multiple devices in his
house and use's separate applications to manage the devices.

Behaviour
Jeﬀ simon
Software Engineer
28 years old

Uses his smart lights to change the color of the lights to suit his mood

Pain points
Multiple applications to manage one home
Often forgets to switch oﬀ few appliances in the busy schedule
Appliance's wear oﬀ earlier than actual time due to lack of proper service

Objectives
One place solution for managing all smart devices
Set up features that could help jeﬀ not missing out on over consumption
Service reminder's and appliance health status to help the user
Make the user aware of his energy consumption data and methods to reduce consumption

Beneﬁts

Control all Devices

Monitor

Cost eﬀective

Energy Eﬃciency

Schedule Routines

Appliance manager
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Design Components
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Iconography

Homepage
HOME PAGE
The Homepage emphasis on level one data
such as overall consumption rate,
consumption health status. It also comprises of
category wise data contributing to the overall
consumption. Routines are pre-deﬁned and
edited measures that can be switched on a
single click.

Living Room
Living Room screen is about more in-depth data
on usage and controls. Leaning more towards
to hick's law all controls have been placed
upfront and reduced to the least number as
possible according to data collected from
research.

Appliances
The standout feature after routines is the
manual freedom to control each appliances
without too much fuzz. Categorized under
each room, the appliances are easy to ﬁnd
and have more control over. Static overview
and helpful recommendations make this a
interesting feature to hold.

